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how t"he poet would have laughed at such
interpretations! In his preface to the
latter play, written in flowing but curiously
modern Latin, another point of interest is
an ingenious parallel between the fall of
Alcibiades and the fall of Parnell.

He introduces into the text, as in the
earlier volumes, a good many emendations
of his own and of other recent or still
living scholars, such as Dr. Blaydes and
Herwerden. It has been suggested above
that his own are sometimes too daring. A
few of them may be given here without any
attempt to distinguish good from less good,
what seems admissible from what can
hardly be entertained. But I doubt
whether any of them should have been
actually placed in the text. Suggesting a
change as possible or even likely is one
thing; making it is another.

Birds 396 cvirpeirias for 8r]fj.o<ria : 468 icou
yap for KO.1 TOV : 718 ydfiov avrov : 842 eicna-
6ev$e: 1247 Kai afjicf>LKiovas Sdftous for icai
Bo/xovs 'A/tqdiovos.

Lys. .312 7rovov or KOTTOV for KWITVOV : 449
hriXekonrev o o-rpaTos: 579 gvvdyeiv for
faiVciv: 988 aXeos with digamaia for jraX«os
or iraXaids : 1099 iatiSov with digamma for
K' ISov (but in Attic at any rate ehropav is a
poetical word) : after 1150 an entirely new
verse. The proposal to make 1273 foil,
and 1295 foil, change places certainly
deserves consideration.

Thesm. 21 Ottov: 23 n-poayxa&Hju.' en | pi]
<.ira.VTa.ira.o~i> ^coXos eTvai TO) <TKC\.7) : rutv 6'
ifjMTLOJV djueXowas f o r T.6'1. <Mro8uoras i n
which the genitive is strange: 811 /cXe'i/'-
ovtra : 857 ktvpov, which he has forgotten
to justify in the commentary.

On line 753 of the Birds he makes a
suggestion substantially identical with one
of my own which appeared in this Review
xv. 388. Instead of

' opvffltov T
i tfav rj

vfia>v, a> Oearat, /

TO XOLTTOV, <OS i j f ias tT<s,

in which I pointed out the difficulty, I
suggested something like

el. TIS vfuZv, <o Oearal, ftovXerai r a s rjiitpas
K.T.X.

and Mr. Van Leeuwen now suggests

el Tis vfiwv, u> Oearai, SiairXeKtov ev TOV fiCov
jiovXerai ^rjv ^Sccos K.T.X.

As far as I know, the difficulty had not
been pointed out before, and it is therefore
rather remarkable that two scholars should
call attention to it independently within a
year. I t must, however, have been seen
from time to time by intelligent readers,
and therefore I do not at all call in question
the fact of Mr. Van Leeuwen's haviug
detected it himself. But it would have
been more in accordance with usage, had he
referred to my observations, which, accident-
ally no doubt, preceded his. That they
were known to him appears from his refer-
ring elsewhere to other notes of mine
published at the same time. What he
writes about the name trochilus as given to
the bird that appears at line 60 is also
identical with a protest of mine against
such a misunderstanding of the poet's
joke.

HERBERT RICHARDS.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF HOMER

Les Fheniciens et VOdyssie. VICTOR BBRARD.
Tome I, 590 pages; Tome II , 630 pages.
240 illustrations and maps. 50 francs.
Paris : Armand Colin, 1902, 1903.

M. B£BARD is known chiefly as the most
resolute and extreme champion of Phoenician
influence on the development of civilization
in Greece. But the Phoenician theory is at
present unpopular and has been relegated
by most scholars to a vague background of
temporary oblivion. There is therefore
some danger that the large work which we
have to review may suffer from its associa-

tion with philo-Phoenicianism, especially as
M. Bbrard unites the exposition of his
Homeric views with his championship of the
Phoenicians, and makes it his main purpose
to press Homeric explanations and illustra-
tions into the service of the Phoenicians.
But there is no essential and necessary con-
nexion between what (as we believe) ought to
be the fundamental idea in the geographical
study of Homer and the Phoenician
theories. Part of the book is a study
of the Odyssey from the geographical
point of view, and as such seems to
the present reviewer to be extremely
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important, often full of suggestion and
almost always interesting. As to the
Phoenician side of the book, we shall
say as little as possible. "We should say
nothing, bnt M. Be"rard will not permit that,
for it is hardly possible to touch any detail,
without finding that it is made to teach a
Phoenician lesson. We grant freely that
the tendency of the present day scholarship
is probably too strongly anti-Phoenician (or
rather non-Phoenician) and that a reaction
is likely to take place; also that Phoenician
influence on Greece (at a period which now no
longer seems so ancient and so close to the
beginning of Greek civilization as it once
did, and as it does still to M. Berard) was
great and is worthy of careful study, and
that the reaction against the present anti-
Phoenicianism is likely, when it comes, to
carry men too far (as it now seems to us to
carry M. B6rard too far).

What is really of the highest importance
in this book is that it is an illustrated
guide-book to the country (or rather the
seas and coasts) of the Odyssey. The
present reviewer had once the good fortune
to spend four days at Troy, and there con-
ceived the idea that such a book for the
Iliad ought to be undertaken by some
competent scholar. I t seemed to him that
the best hope for progress in the Homeric
question lay in the chance that some good
scholar, saturated with Homer, perfectly
familiar with the Iliad from years of love
and study, should spend some months (or
years) in making himself equally familiar
with and fond of the country where the
Iliad was transacted (ideally and in a
sense actually). Illuminative and creative
thoughts must spring from this kind of
study. The scene lies where the Greek
sailors, accustomed to the calculable winds
and the easy navigation of the Aegean Sea,
must necessarily rest before tempting the
path that led to the stormy and uncertain
waters of the Euxine. I t was the threshold
of a new world. The opening of the Euxine
to Greek navigation was as epoch-making
an event in Greek history as the entrance
on the Atlantic and the free crossing of it
was to modern European history; and the
discovery of the trans-Euxine lands trans-
formed Greek development as thoroughly as
the discovery of the trans-Atlantic world
transformed the European world. The Greek
sailors must halt on the Trojan side of the
way to the Euxine. The opposite Thracian
coast was an impossible resting place for
them. The case is reversed at the entrance
to the Bosphorus, where the European side

is far more advantageous : in the Bosphorus,
it is true, the Megarians, blinded by their
experience along the south coast of the
Hellespont and Propontis, could be deceived
at first into a preference for Chalcedon; but
not even the blind could choose the Thracian
Chersonese before the plain of Troy.

Till one sees Troy one hardly realizes to-
how great a degree its significance for the
Greeks lay in its position guarding the path
to the Black Sea. I t must be won by the
Greeks, before they could sail freely up
toward the Euxine and their history could
enter on a new era. I t had been the key
to open to them the new world ; and on that
account the scene of the great Greek Epic
was necessarily laid there by the national
consciousness. No part of the ever-divided
land of Greece could be the scene of the
true Greek Epic. Only in contest with a
foreign foe could the Greeks feel themselves
a single nation; and only on a foreign soil
could the national Epic be placed, if it were
laid on the land at all.

But the genius of Hellenism, like its-
fairest Goddess, was born on the sea, not on
the land; like its greatest God it v u
nursed amid the clash of weapons and the
sounds and dances of war. It was reared
on the lap of that loose association of states
and tribes, whose joint efforts or competi-
tive ardour had first found the way into the
Euxine and opened a new life and a new
world to the Greeks. For such a race a
national Epic whose scene lay entirely on
the land was not enough, even though the
land was at the gate of the Black Sea. An
Epic of the Greek seas was needed ; and
this Epic M. Berard has studied with
patient skill. In this book he describes the
localities of the Epic, and places them before
our eyes in the photographs taken by
Madame Berard.

The remarks which have been made about
the Trojan land and the Iliad are liable to
convey a false impression as to M. Board's
method. He did not explore the seas and
coasts, and find himself gradually led to-
certain views about the geography of the
Odyssey. On the contrary, in the course of
his annual lectures on the historical
geography of antiquity in Paris, at the
J^cole dee Sautes Xttudes, beginning in 1896,
he reasoned out step by step the geography
of the Odyssey. His reasoning was out-
lined in an earlier series of articles on la.
MediterranSe Ph&nicienne, 1895-6, and was
gradually formulated in his professorial
lectures; and the spirit of the reasoning
nad been already contained in his treatise-
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de FOrigine des Cultes Arcadiens, 1894,
where most things find a Phoenician origin.
When the geography of Homer was com-
pleted and formulated, he started with
Mme. Be'rard to make afresh the voyages of
Ulysses, and did so in the months March-
June 1901. The spirit of the book, there-
fore, comes not from the localities, the
winds and the hills and the waves, but
from the study and the lecture-room. Yet
a considerable part of the book is remark-
ably fresh and vivid, and does not smell£of
the lamp, but breathes of the fresh air and
the open life of the Greeks, to a degree
which seems hardly consistent with that
origin, until we remember that M. Berard
spent three years at the French school of
Athens, 1887-90, and wandered far over
Greek and half-Greek lands and seas. But
still it remains true that the book is a
theory framed apart from the localities, and
in one case at least we cannot but feel that
the localities have been forced to the theory,
and do not sufficiently suit the. poem. The
identification of the island of Calypso rests
entirely on theories of mythological genea-
logy, slippery explanations of myths, and
hazardous etymology; it is all work of the
study, and the most dreary part of the
whole two volumes. Then finally the
island which we have been accustomed to
regard, whether rightly or wrongly, as a
lofty massive island rising conspicuous out
of the open sea (like Samos in appearance,
or Samothrace, comparisons which M. Be'rard
will appreciate), with forests of tall trees
and pleasant meadows and four fountains
flowing in various courses, is fixed precisely
as the small bare rocky islet of Perejil
near Ceuta, a bold rock, but so environed by
higher lands that it can hardly be distin-
guished against them at a little distance
even in clear weather, and was with difficulty
found by a ship searching for it (I. 271, 274).
M. Berard discusses the meaning of o/^aAos
flaXao-mys L p. 190, and refuses to admit
that it carries with it any implication of a
broad level surface of the sea surrounding
the island which is compared to the o/t</)aXds,
though the 6H<JXJXO{ on a shield (which he
appeals to in support of his view) certainly
imply the broad level surface on which the
prominences stand forth. But even if we
concede that the islet close in under the
mountains of the coast might be called
ofi.<j>a\o$ 6aAd<r<r7]<;, ye t t h e t a l l t rees which
grew on the border of the isle, alder and
poplar and fragrant cypresses and pine-trees
that reach to heaven, and the soft meadows
seem not to be found on Perejil, which is

described as rock covered with low vegeta-
tion, bushes, or stunted trees, wild-olive and
pine, and absolutely devoid of fresh water.
M. Berard tries to explain away these discre-
pancies : the fountains are discovered on the
adjoining mainland, and the trees have dis-
appeared from all these coasts. But on this
uninhabited and uninhabitable island, it
seems more probable that trees would be
one of the most permanent features of the
landscape. The flowers of Calypso, the
violets and a plant which may well be the
<TI\WOV, are there in luxuriant abundance.
The cave is there on the east coast at the
head of a narrow creek, which boats can
with care enter. But M. Berard takes no
notice, if I remember rightly, of a serious
discrepancy: it is impossible to get into
or away from the cave except by sea:
there is no communication between the
cave and the rest of the island except by
taking boat and landing again on the north-
west side. M. Berard, unfortunately, was
unable to visit Perejil himself; and we
are dependent on the description of a friend
who made the visit for him. Now if, as
M. Be'rard thinks, the Phoenicians used this
creek as a secret refuge for their piratical
craft, they would certainly have cut a means
of communication by steps in the perpen-
dicular rocks, which line the creek on all
sides except the mouth; and these could not
disappear. Ulysses seems to have been on
an island where food for men grew, as well
as the food of goddesses, and where he
could go out and in freely on foot, cut down
great trees and build a raft.

But even those who think that the Odyssey
mirrors to us real voyages of a primitive
navigation (in which opinion the present
reviewer is entirely on M. Be'rard's side),
may still justifiably believe that Calypso
lived partly in fairy-land, and seek for her
island in no single spot on earth or sea.
But if we must seek for her home, I should
not look so far away from the Straits of
Messina. Ulysses drifted on a mast in ten
days from the Straits to the Isle of Calypso,
and sailed back from the isle, keeping the
Bear on his left hand, for eighteen days till
'he came within sight of Corfu, and then
after the storm destroyed his vessel, a north
wind was sent by Athena to blow him to
the coast. I t is hardly possible to avoid the
inference that he drifted in a northerly
direction from Charybdis (a south wind had
driven him thither) to Calypso, and later he
sailed south-east to Corfu, for Italy was then
an island, as is well known to mythologists.
The real evidence, therefore, does not favour
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Perejil: only Phoenician theorizing speaks
on its behalf.

The feature of the book that disappoints
the present reviewer is that this Epic of
early Greece is not regarded as a poem of
Greek origin. I t is a story of the Phoeni-
cian sailors, a nautical guide to the Phoeni-
cian voyages, versified by an Ionic poet
at the court of the Neleid kings of Miletus
about 850 B.C. Its date is determined
by the argument that it must have been
composed before the Greeks had any know-
ledge of the western seas, and must there-
fore be earlier than the voyage of the first
Greek sailor west of the strait that separates
Ithaca from the Peloponnesus : the know-
ledge of those western seas shown in the
Odyesey, though extremely accurate, is all
gained from Phoenician sources. This argu-
ment reveals the wide gulf that separates
M. Berard's point of view from that of the
present reviewer. "We look from sides so
opposite to one another that we cannot get
the same general impression, nor can one of
us sympathize in the train of reasoning
that commends itself to the other.

But the study of the localities, and of the
details of the poem in relation to them, is,
in general, most delightful, and full of
highly ingenious application of observations
gathered from very varied written sources.
In order to get the most favourable
impression of the book—and it is always
wise to take an author at his best when one
is beginning to read him—probably the
way is to start with Book v. Nausikaa,
vol. I, p. 481. The study of the voyage of
Ulysses from the island of Calypso is
extremely good, clear, well thought out, and
instructive as regards the character of
winds and voyages in the Mediterranean
and Ionian seas. One feels after reading it
that one understands the story of the
voyages very much better, whether or not
one is convinced that Ulysses sailed from
Perejil to Corfu.

M. Berard represents a certain school of
thought and method: in some respects
good, in other respects quite old-fashioned :
his dislike for the fancies of the archaeo-
logists, and his contempt for the primitive-
and unscientific character of their reasoning
is expressed in some very amusing pages,
I pp. 19-24. To him the only reason why
a Mycenaean people has been placed by
them before Hellenic history began, or at
its dawn, is (as he says frankly and appar-
ently with full belief) that Mycenae chanced
to be excavated before Pylos, Ithaca,
Knossos, and Gortyna.

Luckily, since he wrote those pages
Knossos has been excavated, and the
Mycenaean people remain planted more
firmly where the archaeologists had placed
them, and the history of the Mediterranean
civilization is being unfolded by them
before our eyes in a long panorama, in
which the Phoenicians will in good time
find their proper place, important, but far
less conspicuous than that assigned to them
by M. Berard. But he has too little
patience with the scholars who examine the
shapes of helmets and weapons, and admires
a little too much perhaps those who can
distinguish the races of wine-drinkers from
the races of beer-drinkers (I p. 21). In our
opinion such tempting and easy generaliza-
tions are often premature, a warning rather
than a model.

As to the innumerable derivations of
topographical names from Phoenician words
or roots, the reviewer is entirely incompe-
tent to criticize or to offer any opinion.
The easy method of setting them aside as
too numerous, or from some other vague
general reason, would be merely the refuge
of self-satisfied ignorance, and wholly
unfair to a scholar like M. Berard. I t
must be. left to Semitic scholars to give an
opinion on them.

The ' topology' which plays so large a
part in the book would be a tempting
subject to dilate on; but it is difficult to
enter upon it within the brief limits of such
a notice as this. M. Beravd traces in great
detail the history of the changes of site of
towns, and the reasons why at different
times and in different states of manners
and society, different kinds of site are
favoured. By the thoroughness with which
he has done this, he has set before the
reader a wonderful and intensely interesting
picture of the primitive Mediterranean
world, and has illustrated it from later
voyages, later history and later piracy, with
admirable skill and a wide range of know-
ledge. But the picture is dominated by
the ' idol' of the Phoenician; and almost
everything turns into an instance of the all-
pervading activity of the race, to whom the
Greeks owe their knowledge, their naviga-
tion, and their Homer.

If we could only have had the Odyssean
geography in one volume, and the Phoeni-
cians in another, then every reader could
have taken his choica. But it is cheap and
unfair to blame M. Berard for not having
written a book that he did not intend or
desire to write. He has written, not ' the
Geography of the Odyssey,' but ' the
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Phoenicians and the Odyssey,' and we can
cordially thank him for incidentally
creating for us a system of Odyssean naval
geography, in relation to winds, channels,
and currents, while he was pursuing the
object which he seems to have considered
more important, but which many English
readers will probably consider a quite
secondary one. And he himself, when he
proceeds to sum up his work, I I p. 544,
speaks as if the demonstration of the truth
and reality of every scene in the Odyssey
were the chief object of the two volumes.

This review may be concluded, as it was
begun, from the Iliad. We want a real
topographical study of the Iliad such as M.
B^rard has thrown in along with his Phoeni-
cian studies. But it must be done on the
spot. The weaknesses of M. Berard's work
seem to spring from its having been sketched
out and in great part composed in the study.
It would be even more fatal to write the
geographical study of the Iliad in Europe,
in Paris, or Oxford, or Berlin. Knowledge,
love, and abundance of time are needed.
Everyone who has had even a tourist's run
to Hissarlik and Bunarbashi feels that he
has learned much, and will henceforth see the
Iliad in a new and fresher light. For
example, the present reviewer starting from
Tchanak Kalesi for Troy, chanced to meet
Mr. Curzon, then newly elected a Fellow of

All Souls, now Lord Curzon; and they
beguiled the long ride by discussing the
sites and setting in order their knowledge.
They found themselves of opposite opinions
in regard to the claims of Bunarbashi and
Hissarlik and on several other points.
After visiting the two sites they were in
entire agreement.

But again after three more days, spent in
riding over the plain on many lines in order
to gain a clear idea of the relation of the
parts, the present reviewer found that it
was an infinitely more difficult thing than
he had imagined to get such an idea. The
beginning should be to map the' plain for
oneself. Thereafter one would read the
admirable passage in ' Homer and the
Epic,' in which Mr. Andrew Lang explains
the situation where Parthenopaeus was
killed (if one does not know it exactly from
memory), and start one's topographical
investigations in the now familiar country
by trying to identify the precise spot.
From that beginning one would gradually
work out the whole topography and along
with it a new view of the Iliad ; but it
would take time. Few holidays would be
to the reviewer more delightful than to
act as the squire and armourbearer of the
scholar who is to achieve that great adven-
ture.

W. M. RAMSAY.

VAHLEN'S ENNIUS.

Ennianae Poesis Reliquiae: iteratis curis
recensuit JOHANNES VAHLEN. Lipsiae in
aedibus B. G. Teubneri. MCMJII. Pp.
ccxxiv, 326. Mk. 16.

DR. VAHLEN'S new edition of Ennius is far
more than a revision of the edition of 1854.
The whole has been practically rewritten,
amplified by the addition of material
collected during the intervening period, and
not infrequently remodelled in the light of
riper judgment. The result, whatever view
may be taken of the theories which are put
forward aa to the nature and contents of
the original poems, is a storehouse of
practically all the available material which
can be brought to bear on Ennius, which
must be referred to by any future student
of the remains. Little will be found in the
way of comment on the style and thought
or historical accuracy of Ennius; but

almost every possible detail, on which such
comment may be based. The 332 pages of
the first volume have now become 530 and it
will perhaps be the most convenient method
for criticism to consider the main features
of difference between the two editions.

The most substantial but least contro-
versial addition is the first part of the
introduction, Historia Ennii, in which
Dr. Vahlen, after putting together such
evidence as can be gleaned with regard to
the poet's life and indicating his inferences,
passes in review practically all extant
mentions of the poet, allusions to his
works and echoes of his phraseology from
Terence to Ekkehart and concludes with a
consideration of the modern editions from
the Stephanus volume of 1564 to Ribbeck's
third edition of the dramatic fragments in
1898. The 'life of Ennius' is a good
example of what can be made of rather


